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Abstract: Graphene nanosheets (GNS) are synthesized from untreated natural graphite (NG) for
use as electroactive materials in Li-ion batteries (LIBs), which avoids the pollution-generating steps
of purifying graphite. Through a modified Hummer method and subsequent thermal exfoliation,
graphitic oxide and graphene were synthesized and characterized structurally, morphologically
and chemically. Untreated natural graphite samples contain 45–50% carbon by weight; the rest is
composed of different elements such as aluminium, calcium, iron, silicon and oxygen, which are
present as calcium carbonate and silicates of aluminium and iron. Our results confirm that in the GO
and GNS synthesized, calcium is removed due to oxidation, though other impurities are maintained
because they are not affected by the synthesis. Despite the remaining mineral phases, the energy
storage capacity of GNS electrodes is very promising. In addition, an electrochemical comparison
between GNS and NG demonstrated that the specific capacity in GNS is higher during the whole
cycling process, 770 mA·g−1 at 100th cycle, which is twice that of graphite.
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1. Introduction

The current commitment to sustainability and energy consumption presents many technical
challenges, among which is the need for energy storage. The key material that can be used to address
this purpose is Graphene. Graphene sheets make it possible to store Li+ on both faces; for this reason,
its theoretical energy storage capacity as electrode in Li-ion batteries is twice that of graphite [1].
Among the most studied materials in Li-ion batteries for energy storage are Graphene-based
materials [2,3]. The capability of graphene in different energy devices is also being investigated
deeply, such as in supercapacitors [4,5], fuel cells [6,7] and solar cells [8,9].

Chemical and physical methods can be used to isolate graphene from graphite. The most common
method for producing graphene nanosheets (GNS) from graphite (natural or synthetic) is the reduction
of graphene oxide (GO) obtained from graphite oxidation [10]. The synthesis of GO from graphite
can be carried out using different methods based on chlorate or permanganate [11]. Today, the most
commonly used technique to synthesise GO is the Hummers method, in which graphite is oxidised
with KMnO4 in a strongly acidic media. GO has an increased basal spacing when compared to
graphite. Enlargement of the basal spacing is caused by the insertion of functional groups, mainly
oxygenated groups, between the carbon layers. GO reduction can be carried out by means of chemical,
electrochemical, thermal and microwave-assisted methods. The final properties of the obtained
graphene depend on the raw starting material and the synthesis method [12].
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Graphite is the most common source of graphene and can be classified according to its origin as
natural (NG) or synthetic. Natural flake graphite is macrocrystalline and found in a greater number
of mineral reserves. Nevertheless, extracting flake graphite from its surrounding minerals usually
involves a complex and pollution-generating purification process due to its low abundance in ores.
Vein graphite is the purest and most crystalline form found in nature, and by direct deposition of
graphite, carbon from geological fluids is formed. Otherwise, synthetic graphites can be produced
through the use of heat-induced graphitisation of hydrocarbon precursors. Typically, synthetic graphite
can be produced in higher purity than NG [13]. However synthetic graphite has lower crystallinity
than vein or natural flake graphite and is more expensive than NG. For the last few years, the price of
synthetic graphite was eight times that of NG [14].

It is essential to mass-produce graphene from graphite at low cost. NG is cheaper than synthetic
graphite; thus, producing graphene from untreated NG would decrease production costs. Additionally,
there are huge stocks of NG minerals still in the earth. Although in the last decade NG production has
grown, at current rates it is estimated that production could be maintained for over 200 years. Currently,
to prepare graphene, only high-purity graphite (more than 99.9% fixed carbon) is used [15,16].
To achieve this level of purity, silicate mineral impurities in the starting graphite must be removed
by vaporization at ultra-high temperature or leaching in hydrofluoric acid [17–19]. These purification
techniques raise environmental concerns due to their high energy consumption or the residual fluorine
in discharged waste water [20,21], respectively.

Herein, we show that untreated NG can be used to prepare high-quality graphene nanosheets
that have excellent energetic properties. Si, Fe and Ca are some of the impurities that are present
in NG. We demonstrate that a significant amount of these impurities still remain in the chemically
reduced graphene materials although a substantial elimination is carried out during the oxidative
treatment of graphite samples. Using this material as an electrode in rechargeable Li-ion batteries,
the energy storage capacity was examined. Surprisingly, the impurities remaining in the sample do
not affect the electrochemical properties of our electrode. Comparing these results to a similar study of
synthetics samples, NG and synthesised graphene both demonstrate excellent energetic properties that
surpass the energy values reported for other graphene materials obtained by similar methods from
pure, synthetic graphite.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Synthesis of Graphene

Untreated NG from Huelma, Spain was used as a raw material. Huelma graphite is found in
volcanic rocks and is an example of graphite formed from precipitation of fluids [22]. Graphite oxide
(GO) was synthesized using a modification of the Hummers method [23]. In a common procedure,
an aqueous solution containing 120 mL of 98% H2SO4 (Panreac) and 80 mL of 65% HNO3 (Panreac)
was placed in an ice-water bath and 2 g of powdered NG was added. After 20 min, the ice-water bath
was removed and 10 g of KMnO4 (Merck) was slowly added; the new mixture was allowed to react for
2 h, keeping the temperature at around 35 ◦C. A dark brown suspension was obtained and diluted
with 400 mL deionised water; after adding 8.6 mL 35% H2O2 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA),
it turned dark yellow. Then, it was washed with 100 mL of 10% aqueous HCl (Panreac) to obtain a
dark brown gel, and by washing with water and centrifuging several times, a neutral pH was achieved.
Finally, GO was obtained by drying in a vacuum at 80 ◦C.

GNS were prepared by thermal exfoliation, heating the already-synthesized GO in a tubular oven
at 300 ◦C for 2 h in an N2 atmosphere at a rate of 5 ◦C·min−1.

2.2. Sample Characterisation

A Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer was used to record X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns,
using non-monochromated Cu-Kα radiation and a graphite monochromator for the diffracted
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beam. The scanning conditions for structural analysis were 5–55◦ (2θ), with a 0.003◦ step size at
12 s per step. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were conducted using a Mettler Toledo under
ambient conditions with a heating rate of 5 ◦C·min−1 in the presence of oxygen for NG and GNS,
while GO was heated under nitrogen. Elemental analyses (EA) were carried out in an automatic LECO
CHN-2000 microanalyser. JEOL JSM 6300 and JEOL JEM 1400 electronic microscopes were used to
examine scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images,
respectively. The TEM was coupled to a microanalysis system and measured by energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX). Raman measurements were carried out with a Renishaw Raman
instrument (InVia Raman Microscope) equipped with a Leica microscope furnished with various
lenses, monochromators and filters, in addition to a CCD. Spectra were obtained by excitation with
green laser light (532 nm) from 250 to 3500 cm−1. An X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer (XPS) furnished
with a Mg-K source and a chamber pressure able to reach 4 × 10−9 mbar (SPECS Phobios 150MCD)
allowed us to analyse the chemical state of samples. The C 1 s line attributed to carbon, located at
284.6 eV, was used as a reference to determine binding energy values.

2.3. Electrochemical Measurements

Electrodes were prepared by mixing active material with polyvinylidinedifluoride (PVDF, Fluka)
and carbon super P (Timcal) at a ratio of 80:10:10 by weight in a 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP,
Sigma-Aldrich) solution. The slurry was coated onto a Cu foil (20 µm thickness) using the “tape-casting”
technique. Electrode coating (5 mg·cm−2 active mass loading) was performed in 2032-type coin cells
with Li metal foil as the counter and reference electrodes. The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF6 dissolved
in a 1:1 (w/w) mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC). An Arbin BT2000
potentiostat-galvanostat system was used to perform cycling tests within a potential window of
0.01–3.0 V. Different cells were cycled at 1C, C/2, C/5 and the rate capability was tested with C (1C as
the current density of 372 mA·g−1 for graphite and 744 mA·g−1 for graphene). The rate capability of
the GNS was evaluated over 10 cycles at C/5, C/2 and 1C, and then again at C/2 and C/5.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Structural, Compositional and Morphological Characterization

The structural properties of NG, GO and GNS samples were examined by XRD technique
(Figure 1). XRD patterns exhibit the characteristic peaks for all these materials. The characteristic peak
of graphite appears at ca. 27◦ (2θ), but migrates to ca. 11◦ (2θ), and the lower intensity reflections
disappear, when it is transformed into graphitic oxide. The complete oxidation of GO is confirmed
when the graphite peak disappears. After the thermal treatment of GO, this peak moved to 2θ ~26◦,
which corresponds to the (002) diffraction peak of graphene because this treatment removes part of its
functional groups resulting in a decrease in the interlayer spacing.
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Figure 1. XRD pattern of untreated natural graphite (a); the inset shows the zoomed region; graphitic 
oxide (b); and graphene nanosheets (c). 

XRD also exhibits additional peaks because of the remaining phases. NG contains calcite (05-
0586 JCPDS) and aluminium and iron-based silicates with low crystallinity (in mineral phases such 

Figure 1. XRD pattern of untreated natural graphite (a); the inset shows the zoomed region; graphitic
oxide (b); and graphene nanosheets (c).
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XRD also exhibits additional peaks because of the remaining phases. NG contains calcite (05-0586
JCPDS) and aluminium and iron-based silicates with low crystallinity (in mineral phases such as
augite, albite, anorthite and ferrosilite) in addition to graphite (12-0212 JCPDS). GO and GNS retain
the same impurities as NG, except for calcite, which is removed during the oxidative treatment.

EDAX analysis confirms the XRD data that NG is composed of C, O, Si, Fe, Ca and Al while
GO and GNS are composed of C, O, Si, Fe and Al. As expected, the calcium content of graphite
disappears during oxidative treatment, which is in agreement with the XRD result. However, the Fe,
Al and Si impurities are not removed by this treatment. The atomic composition values obtained from
element analysis (EA) and EDAX are in agreement. Table 1 shows the EA results. Naturally, the oxygen
content for GO is high, and decreases during thermal exfoliation as the temperature increases. On the
other hand, during the treatment with sulfuric acid, the sulfur is incorporated and appears in the
GO analysis, but decreases upon exfoliation. As discussed above with respect to XRD, the interlayer
spacing tended to increase as the functional group content increased.

Table 1. Elemental analysis of samples (% ms).

Element NG GO GNS

Carbon 45.73 34.78 41.84
Hydrogen 0.36 1.79 0.97
Nitrogen 0.40 0.87 1.28

Sulfur 0.01 1.63 0.98
Oxygen 13.58 37.46 19.22

The amount of each element in NG, GO and GNS was determined from TG data (Figure 2a),
and values were consistent with the elemental composition analysis. The TG curve for NG obtained in
an oxygen atmosphere exhibited a weight loss between 500–700 ◦C, which corresponds to graphite
oxidation (45–50% by mass). The decarbonation of calcite occurs at slightly higher temperatures
around 780–800 ◦C (5–10%). The rest of the sample was composed of aluminium and iron-based
silicates, which are immune to the process. For unreduced GO, the main mass loss (~55%) occurred
around 200 ◦C and is attributable to the decomposition of labile oxygen functional groups [24,25].
The mass loss at temperatures below 100 ◦C (~10%) can be ascribed to the removal of absorbed water,
whereas the steady loss observed for higher temperatures is attributable to the release of more stable
oxygen-containing functional groups [26]. The TG curve for GNS reflects its typical thermal stability up
to 400 ◦C [27], at which point it starts to lose weight rapidly. Around 45–50% of the sample corresponds
to GNS, while the rest of the sample is composed of silicates of aluminium and iron according to
the other methods of analysis. The reduction process was confirmed by the absence of a mass loss
around 200 ◦C. The TG curve of GNS also displays a significant mass loss (10%) below 100 ◦C due to
water desorption.
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Figure 2. TG curves of NG, GO and GNS samples. The heating rate was 5 °C·min−1 under oxygen, 
except for GO, which was carried out under N2 (a); XPS spectra for the C 1 s photoemission peak of 
the GNS sample (b). 

Figure 2. TG curves of NG, GO and GNS samples. The heating rate was 5 ◦C·min−1 under oxygen,
except for GO, which was carried out under N2 (a); XPS spectra for the C 1 s photoemission peak of the
GNS sample (b).
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In order to obtain additional information on the chemical composition, XPS spectra were obtained
(Figure 2b). As expected, the C 1 s XPS spectra for GNS revealed that significant deoxygenation
occurred during the thermal reduction process. The signals were well-fitted, with a combination of
at least five overlapped peaks (R2 higher than 0.999). The strongest signal at 284.6 eV was assigned
to C-C bonds, while signals at 285.9, 286.7, 288.0, and 289.4 eV were assigned to oxygen-bound C in
hydroxyls, epoxies, carbonyls, and carboxyl groups, respectively [28].

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique with which to study carbonaceous materials such
as graphene, and it is also useful for examining ordered and disordered crystalline structures and
distinguishing between the single and multilayer characteristics of graphene [29]. Raman spectroscopy
can be used to observe the splitting of the graphite layers. The Raman spectra for NG, GO and GNS can
be seen in Figure 3. The relative intensity of a couple of bands in the range 1200–1800 cm−1 has been
proposed to be an indicator of graphene disorder [30]. The G (at ca. 1600 cm−1) and D (at ca. 1350 cm−1)
bands are associated with the in-plane vibrational modes that involve sp2-hybridised carbon atoms
and the breathing modes of sp2 carbon rings, respectively. The presence of defects in high-quality
graphene is required for its activation [31]. The ID/IG ratio values increased considerably from the NG
(0.14) to the GO and GNS (0.88 and 0.91 respectively), indicating that both materials possess a more
defective structure and lower degree of graphitisation than natural graphite. The overlapped peaks
observed for GNS (Figure 3c) in the range 2250–3300 cm−1 are characteristic of this carbonaceous
material and suggestive of a structure consisting of stacked layers.
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The morphological properties of NG, GO and GNS were studied by SEM and TEM (Figure 4).
Micrometric particles of graphite flakes are shown in Figure 4a. TEM images of GO and GNS samples
(Figure 4b,c) contain dark and dull spots due to the mineral phases, although there are significant
differences between the images. GNS exhibit the characteristic system of entangled and scrolled sheets
that resemble crumpled paper. EDAX analysis of the mineral phases in the GNS sample confirmed
that the graphene carbon resides in the clear area of the image while Si, Fe and Al are present in the
dark spots.
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Fe and Al for a GNS sample (d).

3.2. Electrochemical Properties

Figure 5 shows that GNS synthesised from untreated NG have excellent energetic properties,
even without using pre-lithiation strategies [32]. Figure 5a shows the discharge/charge curves for
the 1st, 10th and 100th cycles of a cell made with a NG electrode while Figure 5b shows the curves of
the GNS cell, both recorded at C/5. The first discharge/charge curves exhibited irreversible capacity,
which is usually associated with solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation the origin of which can
ascribed either to the silicate impurities [33] and/or to the nanoflake morphology of graphite [34].
While the initial capacity delivered for NG was 355 mA·h·g−1, the capacity delivered for GNS was
1003 mA·h·g−1. As expected, the GNS specific capacity in subsequent cycles was more than double
the capacity of NG.
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The capacity of these cells as a function of the number of cycles is included in Figure 6a. Both 
graphite and graphene exhibited a high initial irreversible capacity. As expected, the capacity 
retention of cells made from graphite is better than that of cells made from a GNS electrode, which is 
in agreement with the discharge/charge curves (Figure 5). These results are consistent with those of 
Hassoun et al. [35], since any chemical treatment is applied to graphite flakes. Therefore, the origin 
of the electrochemical irreversibility observed in real Li-ion cells could be the structural modifications 
of graphite flakes induced by treatment with strong chemicals for their conversion into a GNS. As a 
result, the charge capacity of GNS was significantly lower than its discharge capacity, at around 600 
mA·h·g−1. Upon further cycling, there were no remarkable modifications that affected the shape of 
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The capacity of these cells as a function of the number of cycles is included in Figure 6a.
Both graphite and graphene exhibited a high initial irreversible capacity. As expected, the capacity
retention of cells made from graphite is better than that of cells made from a GNS electrode, which is
in agreement with the discharge/charge curves (Figure 5). These results are consistent with those of
Hassoun et al. [35], since any chemical treatment is applied to graphite flakes. Therefore, the origin of
the electrochemical irreversibility observed in real Li-ion cells could be the structural modifications
of graphite flakes induced by treatment with strong chemicals for their conversion into a GNS. As a
result, the charge capacity of GNS was significantly lower than its discharge capacity, at around 600
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mA·h·g−1. Upon further cycling, there were no remarkable modifications that affected the shape
of the discharge/charge curves, and a tendency towards equalization of the specific capacities of
discharge and charge was appreciable; additionally, there was an increase in the coulombic efficiency.
In addition, in the first ten cycles for GNS a sharp decline in capacity was observed (Figure 6a).
The capacity decreased smoothly during cycling, and the capacity retention was acceptable with an
average capacity of ca. 400 mA·h·g−1 from the 10th cycle to the 100th. The electrodes composed of NG
or synthesised graphene did not only contain carbon, so the results were corrected to determine their
real electrochemical properties (Figure 6a). Only 45% of the total mass of the electrode was composed
of carbon. The results show that the capacity of the GNS electrode was 770 mA·h·g−1, which exceeds
the theoretical capacity for graphene (744 mA·h·g−1). This slight excess capacity could be provided
by the conductive additive of the electrode (super P carbon), whose reversible capacity has been
previously reported [36].
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Figure 6b shows the cyclic behaviour of GNS at different specific currents. The behaviour at C/2 
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Figure 6b shows the cyclic behaviour of GNS at different specific currents. The behaviour at C/2
and C/5 are similar, while at 1C the specific capacity is slightly lower. The electrodes delivered a high
initial capacity, which then decreased and stabilised around 800 and 600 mA·h·g−1

GNS with cycling at
C/2 and C/5. These results verify that a GNS electrode is capable of a good rate capability. It recovered
the capacity delivered at a low rate after a large number of cycles irrespective of the cycling regime.

Comparing these results to similar studies with pure synthetic graphite as the graphene source [23]
or graphene obtained by large-scale CVD method from acetylene [37], GNS obtained from untreated
NG has excellent properties as an electrode for energy storage.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have developed an electrode made from untreated NG for use in Li-ion batteries
that has a powerful electrochemical response and exhibits a high electrochemical stability that remains
constant at 200 mA·h·g−1 during the first 100 cycles. Additionally, we have demonstrated that it is
possible to obtain graphene by the oxidation of unprocessed NG via a modified Hummer method and
subsequent reduction by thermal exfoliation at 300 ◦C. The resulting GNS still contains impurities from
the untreated NG; however, it has twice the specific capacity of NG because the remaining phases do
not affect the electrochemical properties of the synthesised materials as electrodes in Li-ion batteries.
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